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WHENPOLICIES
AFFECT
AVAILABILITY

OF

FOOD

Food is the lafgest itemin the
budget of low-incomefamilies.
In the
1988 Family Income and Expenditures
Survey (FIES), 50.7 percent of house-

Toil from Soil

hold expenditures
went to food.
Food security at the household level depends on the affordability of food. Average household incomes, however,
are still low that
consumption
of basic foods tends to
increase
as per capita incomes increase. Public policy should,
therefore, aim to achieve food production
targets, increase incomes of food producers and make food available
to
low-income
households,

cance. Agricultura_l growth increases
rural income, reduces poverty and
provides
work opportunities.
Its
stagnation,
on the other hand, depresses rural income,
thereby,
increasing the gap between rural and
urban incomes. It also contributes to
urban problems,
as the rural poor
flock to the cities to seek opportunities they cannot
find in the
countryside,

A study that focuses on public
policies as they affect the production
and supply of food was undertaken
by a team of consultants
through the
Departmentof
Agriculture (DA) with
funding from the Asian Development
Bank. A group of experts commented
on the study's components
during a
conference-workshop
co-sponsored
by
DA, PIDS and the Philippine
Economic Society held on 26 March 1.992
at the Asian Institute of Management.
_.
The
foodcrop sector policy
study is an attempt
to analyze past
And current
policies
on pricing,
tariffs, trade
and marketing, investmen t incentives, subsidies and regulation in the foodcrop sector. Itidentifies
institutional
measures
required
to
enhance the efficiency of the sector and
outlines a public investment
program
in support of the Philippine
Agricultural Development
Plan for 1990-1995.

social

Agriculture
has
a
great
and
environmental
signifi-

What is the country's experience in agriculture? The sector grew
by an average of 2.4 =percent a year
in the past decade. Employment in
the sector also grew at the same rate.
However,
the rate of population
growth estimated at 2.5 percent over
the same period, has
levelled
off
whatever gains have been achieved,
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Themediocre
growth

of agriculture
has been largely blamed onthe policy
biases against the sector as a result of
trade protection, high rate of population growth, unequal land distribution, and limited access of the rural
poor to essential services
such as
transport, farm inputs, health, education and credit.
Producers

Are Also Consumers

Rice and corn are the country's
staple crops. They are also the main
sources of income for the majority of
small farmers. In 1991, these crops
accountedformorethanone-halfofthe
total cultivated area and two-fifths of
the value of total crop output. Moreover, about one million people or onethird of the rural workforce were
engaged in the production of these crops.
Since producers are also the
consumers, a possible conflict arises
when the governrnent
tries to closethe
gap between
rural and urban incomes (estimated to be 50% in 1988)
r
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"Health is wealth" goes a proverbial phrase. As such, govecnment strives to
provideitspeople with the necessaryhealth care,recognizing thefact thata healthy citizenry
¢ontributespostltvelytoa naltc_'sgrowth anddevelopment, and that healthcareisa publicgood
anyway.
In the Philippine, theMedicare- the country'ssocialhealth insurance- envisions
tocoverthe _fixe population, Studies, however, suggest that this may not be readily feasible
,sinc_implementationof Medicare'sPhase 1,covering the regular wage-earners and the selfemployed, has experienosd a lot of problemsand difficulties.
Making health care aocessible to all would also mean correctingthe otherbiases
In the sector,i.e., the doubl_standardpricing of drugs and the pro-richalternalive financing
schemes. ThelHPP studiesdeccribedin thistssue address these concerns.
Meanwhile, the government is pushing its drive towardseconomic liberalization.
Related tothis is the review ofc0nma0dilies reannmended for import liberalization.In this
issue, PIDSResearchAssociate,LOreleide Oios,provides a list of the remaining regulated
commoditiesand the reasonsfor suchregulation.

When PoliciesAffecL..

seek its own price levels by eliminat-

tradable

(From page 1)

ing protection.
Vigilance, however, is
needed
to ensure that public policy
(such as allowing cheap supply of
competing grains as food• aid) does not
undermine
the domestic market,

affects the profitability
of producing
for export and the price of competing
imports.
An overvalued
exchange
rate undercuts
profits for exports and
cheapens imports.

through
food pricing
policy.
Rice
and corn farmers have little marketable surplus
and, thus, any increase
in the price of these staple crops will
ultimately
hurt them.
Importing riceandcornunder
a fully liberalized
regime,
on
other hand, to meet the demands
burgeoning
populatiorLfor__more
ford•able food (food security) is
practical
when
almost
half of
population
riculture.

are still engaged

in

the
of a
afnot
the
ag-

Securing Food Supply
The study
argues that selfsufficiency
and consequently,
food
security can be achieved if the agricultural system is able to supply
the
domestic market with food at prices
competitivewith
imports. This can be
done by reducing
the cost of food
production
through effective research
and better policies on input supply,
marketing
and infrastructure
so that
producers enlarge their incomes even
when consumer
prices are actually
decreasing,

ili_i_
_ to supply the domesticrnar_t
_:_
:_ii_i_
wlthfoodatpric_
....
cotnTetitive
.":::._ " "
."
_ii_:::_
_th zrnports
_'_<'_,-_____:*..:._:_iii_!_

_i_ investment

in agricultural
research.
_:i..,_This, he said, can be addressed
by
_::_,:_!!.".
demonstrating
the usefulness
of
_ _ research
and development
(R&D)
_:/:_ and by lobbying for higher government spending
on R&D.

tic levels given resource constraints and
the need of return to investments.
In
particular, spending
will be required
to rehabilitate,
maintain and extend
irrigation facilities,
The study also notes the importance
of supportive
macroeconomic policies to agricultural
development.
Agricultural
products
are

Dr. Escafio also pointed tO (1)
the weak linkage between research
and extension
especially • with the
transfer
of the extension function to
the local government
units under the
Local Government
Code; and (2) the
continuous conversion
of prime agricultural lands to other uses. He suggested that the research network establish formal linkages with local government units and that government adopt an incentive system
that guarantees a high appraised
value for agricultural
lands.
Dr. Felipe Medallaofthe
University
of the Philippines'
School of Economics commented
on the component
on terms of
trade, transport, infrastructure,
marketing
and post-harvest.
He
agreed that an overvalued
currency penalizes agricultural
exports,
but this, he said, is also:
true for all other exports.

Intervention
in the rice
should aim to stabilize

prices in the face of fluctuations
in the world market. This can
be done through a variable tariff levied on imports, rather than
outright is used
COrnwhich
importfor controls.
livestock

and,

thus, has linkages with other
sectors, should be allowed to

rate

Allocation of resources should
What the Experls Say
be geared
towards
rural programs
such
as rural
roads
and
social
In reacting to the research
services,
notably education.
Investand extension
component
of the
ment programs should be set at realisstudy,_Dr. Cr_is_anto Escafio,
Director
*_``_`._`._:_`._:_:_.`_::.`.:_::`_:_:`_.:``.``_.`_::::::```````._`_`._:._.``.:_:`.'`_4_`._`..`_::_
of the Philippine
Council for Agfi_:_
_i::iiiiculture,
Forestry
and
Natural
_ii_!_ Yoodsecuritu can & achieved I_ii Resources
Research
Development
!_ .
.
.
._::::_(PCARRD),
lamented
the poor
_ililif the agrtcultural systern _s able
!ilii_

More resources should
be allocated for research
and
their use should generate adequate flow of technical improvement in order to raise yield per
hectare. Adequate yield can also
be assured
by adopting
improved post-harvest
methods,
At the very least, farmers should
not be burdened
with "protected" fertilizer prices,

market

and, hence, the exchange

-_._.v_
_ ___

To address underinvestment in rural infrastructure,
he
suggested
devolved fiscal pow_
___..._-_ ers to generate
revenues,
re_;_z _.
formedland
taxation
and a

___'_'_d_

_

change in the system
tion in addition

of protec-

to a reduction
,*" To page 6
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ARE

STOCK

MARKETS

has no basis.

Prices

often over-

"yluctuating...risky...speculative...
guess work..."

ments alone. The current asset ratio
of the company issuing stocks should
also be considered.
In fact, funda-

react to new information thereby exceeding the fundamental values of the
company. If stock prices do not reflect
the fundamental values, tl_estock market
will not direct
investment
funds
to

These are but some of the
common
notions
about stock markets. But, how true are they? And are
stock markets
really inefficient?

mentalvaluesofacompanyshouldbe
reflected in the price of its stocks,
Otherwise, the company is overvaluing the potential returns on invest-

where they are most valuable. This is
true in an inefficient
market where
stocks of low fundamental
values can
become overvalued
and vice versa. In

ment.

this

Stock markets
are efficient,
says Dr. Villamor Vital,
Vice-President at All-Asia Securities
Management Corporation. ha a Pulong Saliksikan
saPIDS held on8 April 1992, Dr. Vital

EFFICIENT?

March- A )ri11992

Furthermore,

_
V--

effidency of the Philipph_e stock market,
He presented
the two opposing views
on the stock market-- on one hand are
those that consider stock markets as
efficient and on the otlaer, those that
shared
some asof pure
his findings
regard them
guesswork.on the

the

expected

way,

inefficient

companies

are

_i_ t

i

___,_
returns should
be constant
and
equal to the interest rate. If returns
deviate from the interest rate, it is

able to raise more money than the efficient ones in the equity market.

the stock market is efficient if it equals
the rate of return on investment with-

only due to the newinformation
about
future profits. Investors should still

And who are responsible
for
this overreaction?
The "feedback trad-

out risk. This condition,
said Dr.
Vital, is very unrealistic,
it presupposes that there is no transaction going

expect future returns to be constant
and equal to the real interest rate. In
other words, if prices increase more

ers" or the "speculators"
in the market. They "buy in good news and sell
in bad news" which should be the other

Stock Markets Are Efficient
The first view maintains

that

on wlfich is impossible.
How can
anyone imagine an investment
without risk?

than expected,

according

to Eu-

should not

_'_'_'_'_.".'___-_:-_
_

Moreover,

investors

If stockprtces

way around.
Mean

do trot reflect

_ t&fundamentafvalues,

Reversion

/::_:.'.:

::i::ii normal Both
believe
the
trend isviews
to revert
to thethat
fundagenetheorist,Fama,the
aneconomy"efficientbenefitsmarket"when
_ mar_t r.offlnot direct inve,;tment
i_i_ mental value of the mean after stock
stock prices reflect fundamental
val__,funds to where
they
are
most
Iii_i
,
.,.,,.. prices have gone above or down the
ues because investment funds flow to
_ va[uab(e.
/i_ level. For instance, interest rates that
the most valuable user. The funda,"
........ _.': ._ ...... -:..................
:_
..........._:::::_::,:.-_:_i__:_:_:_:_:_:_:_:_:_
have gonehigher
orlower than the funmental value is the price an investor is
damental value of the stocks will go
willing to pay for the stocks at the
expect them to continue increasing
back to the mean. That is why mean
current period. It is equivalent
to the
just because they did so in the past.
reversion is considered
a gauge in the
sum of stock dividends for a specified
Likewise, investors should
not exefficiency of the stock market.
period of investment and the expected
pect the price to grow moderately
to
offset

the unexpected

the stock

price at the end of tiffs period.
This
sum is further divided by the current
risk.

increase.

A Guessing

This view, said Dr. Vital, assumes that all investors
are wise and
expert in quantifying
risk in the market. This
is not an easy task. In
addition, the fundamental
value cannot be measured
by dividend pay-

Meanwhile,
on the other
end of the spectrum
are the pessimists of the stock market. These analysts claim that stock markets are inefficient. But Dr.Vitalargued
that the
perceived inefficiency of stock mar-

Game

However, establishing a standard mean remains a big problem.
In
fact, there is no single mean price for
any stock in the world. The pricemean
of a stock adjusts to the profitability of
the company at any given period. A
company's
profitability
is usually anticipatedby
thebullmarketbetweensix
,_
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IHPPSTUDIESSTRESSCORRECTPRICINGOFHEALTHCARE
Y_w viable are health maintenance organizations
(HMOs) as alternative financing schemes?
How are
drugs used by households?
What
determh_es their utilization? Thesewere
among the issues raised during a forum held on11March1992
at the NEDA
sa Makati Building.
Dr. Ma. Concepcion Alfiler of
the UP College of Public Administration and Ms. Ma. Cristina Bautista of
the Ateneo de Manila University presented the final results of their individual studies trader the PIDS-Intemational
Health Policy Program (IHPP) Research
Project for the Philippines
in a policy
dialogue attended
by officials and
technical staff of the Department
of
Health.
Conducted
two years ago, the
joint project was part
of a larger
program
managed
by the World
Bank,
World
Health Organization
and Pew Charitable Trust which support efforts of developing
countries
to examine
health issues useful to
policymakers,
The forum for the presentation of the final results, according to
PIDS Vice-President
Dr. Mario Lamberte who formally opened
the dialogue, is also a venue where important
issues on health can be raised as inputs
to a health policy agenda for the next
administration.
"Doctor,

Doctor I Am Sick"

When a person
has several options. He
a government
provider
or a private
one.
If
private provider, heeither

gets sick, he
either goes to
of health care
he chooses a
pays out-of-

Pocket or waits for care. In an HMO
set-up, the consumer need not worry
_ofoutrightcosts
ashe wouldin a traditional set-up, but the provider
controls the consumer's use of the system,
DEVELOPMENTRESEA£CHNEWS

Based on the findings of the
study "Health Maintenance
Organizations
As Alternative
Financing
Schemes
in
the Philippines,"
Dr.
Alfiler found out thatHMOs
reduce
cost of health care butonlyforpeople
who can afford it. HMOs, shesaid,
operate in a relatively uncontrolled
environment
and gain considerable
profits because they are able to stress
the need to keep members healthy.
Furthermore,
the risk associated with
costs of any member (now kept to a
minimum)
is spread across a large
group in a risk-sharing mechanism.
HMOs'
operations
combine
financing and delivery of health care,
thus, eliminatingthirdpartypayment,
HMOs hire providers
or enter into
contractual arrangements
with them.
They have relative
advantage
over
other forms of health financing
because with
the
pooled
share of
members, providers are encouraged
to give care in a controlled
utilization process. From the consumers'
point of view, HMOs are desirable
because they include outpatient serw
ices, do not entail out-of-pocket
costs
and allow flexibility of choices,
Face-to-Face

with HMOs

As of the period of the research, there were 19 HMOs with an
estimated
combined
membership
of
400,000. Sixteen of these were investor-based, two were consumer-based

and demand for health services and,
thus, the pricing
of medical
costs.
Despite positive
feedback
from the
clients, there were many areas where
the operations
of HMOs
can be
improved.
HMO members,
for example, complain
of (1) exclusion of
some diseases
in the coverage;
(2)
conflicting diagnosis by staff doctors;
(3) unavailability
of hospital rooms; (4)
"second class" treatment by accredited
doctors; and (5) not-so-ideal
relationship of HMOs and doctors/hospitals.
Although
the two imlovative
schemes earlier
mentioned
are not
HMOs in a strict sense, Dr. Alfiler also
includedtheminherstudy.
Shelearned
that the PMCC-HMO project provided
Medicare
members
with outpatient
services and increased their fee ceilings
at no additional
cost. The project
which covered
only Metro Manilabased companiesranfortwo-and-a-half
years and ended in February 1991. It
has not resumed pending
full evaluation of its viability.
The MakatiHealth
Plan, on the
other hand, is the contract entered into
by the Makati municipal
government
with the Makati Medical
Center,
a
premier private hospital, to provide
healthservicestoindigentresidentsand
municipal employees
of Makati. It is
the only existing scheme of its nature.
When dealing with HMOs, the
government could choose from among

and the other one was employer-initiated.
There were also two innova-

the policy options drawn from the study.
These choices range
from a staid

tire schemes --the government
pilot
project wherein the Philippine Medical Care Commission
(PMCC) entered into a tie-up project with two
HMOs, and the unique private-gov-

adopt-no-specific
policy to a stern
recommendation
of complete govemmentregulationof
HMOs. Dr. Alfiler,
however, recommends
an in-between
option whereby government
monitors

ernment

the operations
of HMOs and cow, urners
could easily obtain information
needed in making the right choices.

health

plan of Makati.

HMOs
either operate their
own hospitals
or affiliate with insurance firms. They affect the supply
4

_a- To page 6
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Social health insurance is sensitive to the economic development
of
a country. If given the chance, the goven_Jnent wants to provide affordable
health care to everybody but fl_en coverage always encounters
a setback
whenever the economy experiences
a
crisis,
The Baseline Studies for Health
Care Financing Project of the Department of Health and PIDS therefore
includes a study on "The PerformanceofMcxticareI:
An Economic Evaluation" by
Ma.
Luisa
Berin-

President
Marcos signed R.A. 6111
known as the Philippine Medicare Act.
The program was to provide medical
care to Filipinos in a revolutionary
way
by offering them a viable financing
mechanism.
It was implemented
through the consla-uction of Medicare
community hospitals in rural areas and
the provision of hospital insurance,
ForMedicareProgrami,
membershipincludes
the employees of govermnent
and workers in the private
sector, including those who are self-

videdby thehospital.
Medicareshoulders part of tl_e hospital bill, and the
patient is required to pay the balance.
From the start, Medicare did not aim to
fully cover all hospital expenses. Its
target support value has always been
70 percent. The patient, however, can
choose the hospital, doctor, dentist and
drugstore
as long as these are duly
accredited by the Philippine Medical
Care Commission (PMCC).

volved

Three agencies are directlyinin implementing
Medicare
Program
I.
P M C C ,

MAKINGHEALTHCAREAFFORDABLETOALL

guela. The study
will assess
the
effects
of
the
Medicare
program on the equity and• efficiency of the
utilization,
delivery and financing of
health care.
Ms. Beringuela presented her
framework
in a seminar held on 15
Apri11992attheNEDAsaMakatiBldg.
The framework
examines the following Medicare features: (1) effects of
Medicare on the distribution
of health
care among different population
groups and whether it has suc-

employed (effected in 1983 when selfemployed
workers who choose to join
the Medicare under the SSS were included). Members automatically
remit
premium payments
equal to 2.5 percent of their salaries. Employers pay
an equal share.
A member can avail of hospital benefits by filling out the form pro-

which is the
overall policymaking
body, and the
two systems, Social Security System
(SSS) and Government
Service Insurance System (GSIS) are responsible for
the day-to-day
operations
of the program.
Program
II is envisioned
to
cover the rest of the population,
implementation
has been shelved since
PMCC foresees major difficulties in its
implementation.

ceeded in covering a sigmificant
number
in the lower income

A Question of Equity

brackets (coverage); (2) effects
of Medicare on the utilization of

Futureexpansionofcoverage depends on the economy's

health resources, structure of fl_e
health delivery system and rationale for covering outpatient

OUI".-OF--POEKETpAI.IEN
T$
MEMBER$"_E_¢_E
PL$.FALL
i_LS.COME IN
IN LINE;

care (benefit package); (3) benefit utilization and support value
(Who benefits from Medicare?);
(4) financing (Whoactuallypays
for the payroll
the members?);

FILL vP
CoRMs
_n

tax imposed on
and (5) cost in-

ff ¢OPIE;

flation in the health sector (reimbursement
scheme).
The Medicare

gional coverage, 50 percent are
in the National Capital Region.
Expectedly, regions with higher
Gross Domestic Product (GDP)
ha ve more workers employed in
the formal sector and, thus, have
higher

Medicare

membership.

The observed
drop in
membership
as a percentage
of
total employment
points to the
factthatintimesof
crisis, formal

Scheme

Medicare,
the social
health insurance in the country,
was created in 1969 when then
DEVELOPMENTRESEARCHNEWS

ability to sustain growth and on
the achievement
of structural
transformation.
In terms of re-

,,5
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IHPP StudiesStress...

Surprisingly,

(From page 4)

families of low income.

this is most glaring among

When PoliciesAffecL,,
(From page 2)

Doctors Know Best?
Rational Drug Use
Filipinos'
behavior on medicine use is an unexplored
area.The
study,
"Determinants
and
Policy
Implications
of
Drug Utilization
Behavior in the Philippines"
by Ms.
Bautista
is an attempt
to see the
pattern
of drug choices by households and the prescription
behavior of
physicians.
These
information
are
relevant particularly
when prices of
drugs
are escalating.
Surely, with
some 12,000 brands in the market today,
Filipinos should
know which drugs
are the cheaper yet effective ones from
among the lot.
The study was conducted at
atimewhen
the country wasmoving
toward the adoption of a genericslaw
as part of the national drug policy. It
underscores
the role of government
in
providing alegalfrarneworkfromwlfich
consumers
and providers make right
decisions in the pharmaceutical
market.
Choosing for Wror'_g Reasons
In a study of 270 urban and
rural households,
78 percent perceive
that cheaper drugs are less effective
than the more expensive
ones. Factors such as morbidity,
supply
of
health services and population of an
area bear on the attitudes
and beliefs
of consumers and, ultimately, on their
health status,
On the other hand, socioeconomic factors do not figure significantly on these choices. Self-medication as a recourse, for instance, is largely
due to the consumers' exposure to media
and
previous
prescriptions
more
than to their income
or education,
Families

allot

a

miniscule

These irrational practices and
perceptions
have their counterpart
in
the level of physicians.
For example,
some doctors categorize
drugs into
"those for the poor and those for the
rich" regardless of their efficacy,
Furthermore,
some doctors
still prescribe drugs
that have long
been banned in many countries because of their high index of risk over
benefit. Ten percent and 8.5 percent of
total drugs prescribed
contain butazone and glafenine, respectivelytoxic
drugs for muscle pain.
The study partly traces the
root of this irrational prescription
to
the existing relationship
of doctors
and producers
or drug manufacturers. Despite shortcomings
of the drug
industry, many doctors rely heavily on
information
suppliedby
tbese companies.
Since consumers'
choice of
medicineultimately
depends on what
doctors prescribe,
the study recommends an evaluation
of the nature of
such information,

There's

More to Be Desired

Despite some reforms in agricultural lending, there's much to be
desired,
according
to Dr.
Mario
Lamberte,
PIDS Vice-President.
The
study component
on monet,_ry and
credit policies hiled to elaborate why
agricultural loans as a ratio to gross
value added and to total loans have
declined

The study supports generics.
Medicines sold with generic names
are five times cheaper than those with
brandnarnes.
Generic- prescribing
weakens the relationship
of doctors
and drug companies since providers
prescribe on the basis of effectiveness
and consumers
choose the most affordable product
of the same drug
indication.
It also eliminates
the
double standard used bydoctors
and
corrects the perception
that cheaper
drugs are less effective.

Efforts should go beyond addressing the Central
Bank deficit, rehabilitation of rural banks and easing
bank entry and branching
policies. A
closer look at the portfolio
of rural
banks,
for example, reveals that the
share
of non-agricultural
loans
to
total loans has been increasing
faster
than that of agricultural
loans. Guarantee schemes have likewise failed to
substitute
collaterals.

the

There is room to improve
implementation
of the Generics

Law; yet, that the rational drug use
policy has become a national concern

for alcoholic

is in itself already

and tobacco,

Theincreasingnumberofcornpetitors h_ grains trading does not justify
additional
infusion of resources
into
the National Food Authority.
However, Dr. Medalla, said that "monopolybehavior"
could still happen if the
needed information
are concentrated
among a few traders.

_eform_; T_'__:'_u_b'_._eneries

portion
of their income
to medical
care, even smaller than the allotment
beverages

inNCRpublic
investment.
He warned
against
jumping into an unfounded
recommendation
such
as privatization of the transport industry because
even if this may reduce operating and
capital costslit may nonetheless
result
in monopoly pricing.
A better policy
would
be to account
for transport
costs and address the causes of hidden
costs.

an achievement.

2-_

since 1985.

While Dr. Lamberte
lauded
wholesale
lending
through cooperatives and self-help groups and easing
of bank entry and branching, systems
must be put in place to guarantee
long-term viability.
,_

their
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NICSTATUSPOSSIBLEFORTHEPHILIPPINES
q4tll the status of a newly industrialized
country (NIC) remain a
dream for the Philippines?
What are
the conditions
to drive its economy
toward unprecedented
growth?

to those of the six Asian nations during
the period 1980 to 1988.

Budget defidt, for examplG was
not an exclusive problem of the Philippines. Three other nations--Indonesia,
The overall potential of the Phil- Malaysia, and Singapore--shared
this
ippine economy
in the twenty-first
predicament.
In fact, at 1.3 percent of
century was the subject of discussion
the Gross National Product (GNP), the
during a session of Pulong Saliksikan sa Philippines'
budget deficit was much
PIDS
held on 23 April 1992 at the lower than Malaysia's deficit of eight
NEDA sa Makati Bldg. with the theme,
percent of GNP.
Dr. Jurado, hence,
"Recent Philippine
Economic Develcommended
the country's fiscal manopment:An
ASEANPerspective."
Dr. agers for keeping a tight ship, at least
Gonzalo Jurado, PIDS Visiting Senior
until 1988.
Research Fellow, compared
the country's economic performance
in the past
Neither was the current accom_t
12 years with that of the other Asian
deficit co_ffined to the Philippines.
Innationsand
suggested
thekind of perdonesia's and Thailand's deficits were
formance standards
that would allow
worse. While the Philippines'
current
the Philippines to become another NIC,
account was 1.8 percent of its GNP,
that is, to attain an annual per capita
Indonesia
has -1.9 percent and Thaiincome of approximately
$2,000 by the land, -3.4 percent deficit.
year 2010.
The terms of trade, a measure
Distress Indicators
of the country's
capacity to import,
improved by 20 pe_'cent from 1985 to
ProblemsthatbesetthePhilip1988. Other Asian countries,
in conpines are in no way unique. Other Asian
trast, experienced only a slight increase
countries have several problems, too. or even a decrease (see Table 1).
In economic parlance,
the country's
distress indicators-fiscal
deficit, curThe Philippines'
long-term exrent account deficit, terms of trade,
ternal debt was not the heaviest in this
foreign debt, inflation rate--were akin
part of Asia. In per capita terms, a debt

Table l.

Country

hd'lation
1980-1988Rate

Selected Asian Countries: Distress hldicat0rs
Fiscalsurplus/

Current Account

Terms of Trade

%
ofdeficit
GNP as198g

%suq,
of ltt_deficit
GNP 1988 as

(1985
1988 _ 1.00)

Long-term
as %1988
of GNP

Debt
Interest,_
exports of

or

goodsandservices
1988
Philippines
Indonesia

burden of US $408 in 1988 was lighter
than Malaysia's
US $1,019. Its longterm debt to GNP ratio of 62.6 percent
was only marginally
greater than Indonesia's 61.7 percent. Also, its interest payments
on the debt, which was
7.6 percent of the GNP, was less than
one-half of Malaysia's 16.5 percent.
The opposite can be said of inration rates. The Philippines
experienced the highest rate (15.6%) among
the six nations, which was almost twice
that of the second most severely affected
country,
Indonesia
(8.6%).
However, Dr. Jurado qualified this fh_ding by saying that inflation can, to some
degree, spur growth by boosting the
profit possibilities
of enterprises provided the accompanying
rise in input
costsdoesnotsqueezeoutprofitpossibilities.
Simply put, the Philippines was
not the only country that experienced
harder times in the past decade.
r;,emonds

or the Dream

Yet, compared
to the rest, the
Philippines sawitselfatthe"bottomof
the heap" from 1965 to 1988. Indonesia, Malaysia and Thailand averaged a
7.5 percent
annual Gross Domestic
Product (GDP) growth rate in 19651980 and 5.3 percent in 1980-1988.
The Philippines, on the other hand,
registered less than six percent and
around
one-tenth
of one percent
during parallel times. " While the
three countries' GDP per capita was
increasing by an average of 4.1 per-
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cent in 1965-1980, the Philippines'
was only 1.6 percent. Moreso, the
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nation pales in comparison
to the
flourishing economies of Singapore,
South Korea, and Hongkong.
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The cause of this mediocre
performance,
Dr. Jurado said, was
policy-related.
For one thing, the
import-substituting
policies in the
19508 to the 1960s failed to provide
_"

To page 8

NIC Status Possible..,
(From page 7)

the Philippine industries with a sufficient market to stimulate
industrial
growth and prepare the industries
to
compete in the international
market,
For another, the liberalization
policies
that began in the 1970s and continued
to the present have not produced
a
sharp break from the past that could
jolt the Philippine induslries out of their
complacency
or push them to take
advantage
of opportunities
in the foreign markets,
How then can the economy in
the 1990s improve its poor performance? Dr. Jurado proposed a three-fold
scheme:
(1) accelerate the liberalization process;(2)
improve domestic resource mobilization
to raise revenues
needed to close the fiscal gap and increase savings to finance investment;
and (3) boost exports to correct the
current account deficit.
Speeding up the liberalization
process will invigorate the private sector

Are Stock Markets..=
(From page 3)

months to one year.
On the other
hand, the decreasing
profitability
of a
company is reflected in the bear market, also between six months to one
year.
The New Efficient Market Theory
Dr. Vital does not fully subscribe to both efficient and inefficient
market
theories.
He then presented
the "new efficient market
theory"
which believes
that stock markets,
whether theyreverttothemeanornot,
are efficient. Mean reversion is just a
signal that stock markets are efficient
because the behavior
of stocks can be
analyzed.
The analysis,
then, will
enable investors to anticipate the price

into action. It will, at the same time,
eliminate the budget deficit and close
the savings-investment
gap, which in
turn, can slow down inflation. Improving exports will lessen the burden of
external debt as well as reduce the
needforadditionalforeignobligations.
[_'_f_i,r_¢_
M_:_!'_Muscles
Export-oriented
NICs such as
Hongkong,
Singapore,
Taiwan
and
South Korea succeeded
in sustaining
growth measured in terms of their economic indicators.
They alladhered
to
flee markets, relied on private
initiatives
with strong
government
support, and developed
an energetic
export drive. Three of these countries, however,
achieved their high
economic growth at the expense of the
people'sfreedomand/ornaturalenvironment.
The Philippines,
according
to Dr. Jurado, would not want to expose itself to the same pitfalls,
Dr. Jurado expressed optlrrdsm
on the potential of the economy for accelerated growth based on its performance after the EDSA Revolution. From

1987 to 1989, GDP grew by as high
as six percent on the average, while
exports expanded
by an average of
more than 16 percent.
Attailting the levelofNICs,
in
Dr. Jurado's assessment,
is not a distantdream.
It is possible by, say, 2010,
but the country h_ to flex more muscles
to attain the dream. First, the GDP rate
forthenext18yearsmustaverageeight
percent; second, population growth rate
must taper off at two percent;third,
gross domestic investment must reach
15 percent at least for the next five
years;and finally, exports must grow
by 10 percent.
Yes, the growth will benothing but dramatic. But then, with the
country's vital resourcesphysical mad
intellectual
human resources--at
its
disposal, the dream can come true. The
Philippines can, in many ways, fill up
the gaps in its resource
needs other'
than beg for aid.
What it needs urgently at present is the collective will
and determination
to achieve its aspirations°
C:'

of stocks. The mean reversion of stock
markets also implies that stocks are
adjusting to the developments
taking

that policies should be market-free
to
enable companies to get equity for the
stock market with less distortions.
In

place in the economy.
Dr. Vital
pointed out that there will alwaysbe
over- and underestimation
of prices
of stocks in the market. This is where
profits
or losses come in - which is
preciselywhatmakesthestock
market
more
dynamic
and
efficient. But

addition,
the government
should put
an end to placing fiscal agents in the
board-of-directors
of companies
to
allow them (companies) a free hand in
issuing dividends
and
expanding
capital.

losses can be prevented
by understanding the market and preempting
moves
by the "speculators."

Meanwhile,
the listing and
transfer requirements
should be simplified.
Many
small and medium
industries
find it hard to comply
with the requirements
imposed by
the Securities
and Exchange
Cornmission
(SEC).
Proper
rating for
companies
should likewise
be established. The government
and the
private sector should
also develop
a professional
group
of security
analysts
similar
to the Certified
Financial
Analysts
(CFA) in the
US.

Less intervention,

Please

Measures by the Central Bank
to liberalize
the foreign exchange
havebeenmostlaudable.Theperiodof
transactions
has been reduced from 30
to four days.
To
vestment

further improve
the inclimate, Dr. Vital suggested

Variable

.WhenPoliciesAffect
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Jurado
commented
on the macroeconomic policies cited in the study.
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In
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speed deftup
liberalization
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congruent

on Rice

p,_ p_

of the currency

to an environmei_t

con-

ducive to growth.
He made special
mention of the potential of the country
as a rice exporter
which the study
finds"unlikely."
The problem, hesaid,
lies not in the shortage of supply
relative to demand but in the inflation
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expenditures
ha agrieulhare. AIthough
data are sketchy on the actual government expenditure to agriculture (GEA),
itappears
that the sector gets more on
a share basis.
The more relevant

volvement in agriculture; and (3) success of government
in attracting
private sector participation
in agriculture.

issue, therefore, is whether GEA is
allocated efficiently
and effectively,
Given limited resources, a more pragmatic approach
is to determine the
factors that impede growth and identify the nature and level of expendituresthatwouldbestaddresstt_eseim-

Private
pectsofpricing,
and investment

that reforms
ill monetary
policies
must be translated
into concrete programs and strategies.

pediments,

policies
in banking and infrastructure
do
not
support agriculture.
Hopefully,
ongoing talks to restructure policies in the industry sector vis-

Dr. Cielito Habito, NEDA Depu ty Director-General,
analyzed public

ture are the (1) distributionatimpact
of
GEA; (2) degree of public sector in-

a-vis agriculture

More of Equity and Capital

mutual funds.
The net asset value
(NAV)
performance
of companies
should
be monitored daily.
There
should
be a good rating agency for
fund operators
and good management of funds. In addition, there is
a need for an agency
which will
oversee enforcement
of appropriate
rules rather
than regulate
capital
formation. A separate body that will
conduct
more research on incentives
should
likewise be established,
in
other words, the present atmosphere
is not yet ripe for the development
of
these
requirements
in the
country.

First, there will only be one
standard closing price for all stocks in
the country. Second, alotof time will
be sav c_ in terms of messengerial work,
systemsandproceduresaswellasbank
clearing.
Third, it will be relatively
easy to settletransactionsinoneplace.

of prices. Technological
advances can
help translate production
targets into
real economic gains.
On arelated matter, hwestment
incentives, if at all, nmst be exportoriented but agriculture-friendly
and

The country should rely less
on debt and more on equity in financing development
projects. It should
explorethepossibilityoftradingquasidebt issues in d_e market. This can be
done by government
firmsgoing
privatelike the Philippine National Bank
(PNB), National
Steel Corporation
(NSC) and the Philippine
Airlines
(PAL). In terms of public works projects, investing in bonds which can be
converted
to equity and traded in the
stock market is a promising measure,
Thiswillrequireaseparatebodyin
the
stock
exchange
to monitor bond
trading just as it has been done successfully in the West.
Mutual funds may also be developed to help the stock exchange in
generating capital. However, thereare
a lot of things needed
to develop

Equally important
sis of public expenditures

A Unified

in the analyon agricul-

Stock Exchonge

Meanwhile,
talks of unifying
the Manila and Makafi stock exchanges
have been brewing. Afterall, thereare
a lot of advantages in having a single
stock exchange,

participation
in the astrade and marketing,
was discussed by Dr.

Cesar Saldafia of PSR Consultancy,
He noted an industry-biased,
interventionist policy in trade thatinadvertently penalizes
agriculture.
Even

will prosper.

,2'

Concomittantly,
if the stockexchangesare
to be unified, transactions
should be computerized,
in addition,
both the stock exchanges should come
up with a single list for procedure for
all stocks.
U_ifiying
the two stock exchanges, however,
poses a political
question. Who will survive to manage the new single stock exchange?
Nevertheless,
even with two separate
stock exchanges, the stock market will
always remain profitable and attractive for those who know how to analyze the market.
C)

T
intervene, or not to intervene. This is the query
of a
current PIDS project, the Development Incentives Assessment
(DIA)
research program,

A

D

E

In all the component studies
of the DIA project, one truth stands
out -- the cornerstone
of trade reform is an environment
conducive
to industrial growth and productivity. This, according to Dr. Medalla,
can be accomplished
by eliminating
policy-induced
distortions.

The DIA is a three-year research program fllat commenced
on
15 July 1991. It scrutinizes
trade
and investment
policies in the Philippines, with a special focus on government intervention.
It aims to
formulate
vestment

R

c3

The DIA project recommends
greater trade liberalization
and a
near-uniform
tariff structure across

an overall trade and inpolicy framework
that

commodities.
quantitative
IH(I_NFIFf_
A¢

will enhance the efficiency of file
industrial sector. The program
is
funded under
the Technical
Re-

These reforms
plus
restrictions
prompted

only by security and health reasons
constitute a neutral policy environment wldch is not bad for a start.

_r_f PA_ql/_I_A3ql
Iq$7oMutBIl_INt/E_TIq¢,yI.¢@_

sources Project, a project grant agreement between the National
Economic and Development
Authority

The overallindustrialpolicy
must aim to create a conducive neu-

/>

TOWARDSA COMPETITIVE
PHILIPPINEINDUSTRY
(NEDA) and the United States Agency
for International Development (USAID).
The project's framework
and
preliminary
findings
based
on the
review of literature and initial analysis
were
discussed
in a seminar-workshop held last 19 March 1992 at the
Operations
Room, NEDA sa Makati
Bldg. The presentors
were DIA ProjectDirector
Dr. EflindaMedalla,
also
aPIDSResearchFellow,
and Ms. Lorelei de Dios, PIDS Research Associate.
Looking

In

exports remained,
and the effective
protection rate (EPR) structure stayed
uneven,

tral environment,
complemented
by
industry-specific
assistance,
more efficient forms of intervention
and specific criteria for decisionmaking.

Free Troche Be.c3e|s investment,3
Governmenf
Philippine experience tells a sad
story--protection,
tariff and import
controls in the past hampered
investments.Not
even an investment
incentives
system
could
improve
the
inflow of resources which were badly
needed for industrial growth,
An investment incentives system was institutionalized
with the

Hand ()nee

lvlor¢,

Dr. Medalla
acknowledged
that government
intervention
in itself
is notbad. Whatmattersis
the timing
and manner
of intervention.
The recentpast
shows that untimely interventions caused fatal distortions in file
economic climate.
Government

would do well to

Industries are shaped by policies in trade, investment,
and those
covering the progressivemanufacturing programs.
In the
1950s, the
country adopted
an inward-looking,
import-substituting
industrialization
strategy. This led to a li]nited labor
absorption
that resulted
to limited
industrial
growth. Trade was liberalized as flle years passed, but notenough
to elevate industries
to international

enactment
of the 1967 hwestments
Incentives
Act, supplemented
by the
1970 Export Incentives Act. These two
laws underwent
many
amendments
through theyears.A
related law, Batas
Pambansa 391, was passed in1983. The
latter lawand the amended Incentives
Acts were codified by Executive Order
226-- the 1987 Omnibus
Investments
Code.
The Board of Investments
(BOI) administers
the investment
in-

limit intervention
to a select few industries (not more than 5),intervening
at a rate of one industry at a time.
Moreover, intervention
which should
only last for a prescribed period, must
result in file attainment
of dynamic
efficiency according
to international
competitive
standards.After
thelapse
of such period, intervention
must stop
whether
dynamic
efficiency
was
achieved or not; then it would be time

levels. Biases

centives

to intervene

against

and penalty

to
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system,
10

in another

industry.
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from Tax

The DIA project proposes to
raise the level of investments by
amending the Tax Code to incorporate incentives for all enterprises -small-, medium-, and large-scale. In
tiffs rammer, there would be a source

of investments outside the BOL Tax
incentives
may be in the form of
accelerated depreciation
as widely
practised in the US or reduced income taxation with respect to the use
of unskilled labor. However, implementing the Tax Code with these incorporated incentives requires addi-

tional administrative
work, sometiring the Bureau of Internal Revenue
(BIR)camaothandleatthemoment.For
the meantime, the granting of incentives is lodged solely on the BOI. The
next Congress might find the propriety of these proposals and amend the
Tax Code accordingly.
O

A REVIEWOFTHEREMAINING
REGULATED
COMMODITIES
C/'he import liberalization
program has been implemented in
two phases: the first one in 1981-82
and the second in 1986-88. Despite
the interruption caused by the 1983
economic crisis, deregulation,
to
some degree, occurred between the
two phases. Figure 1 shows this
trend. It also shows the annual
number of commodities regulated
from1970 when the Central Bank
issued Circular 289 defining the
commoditygroupsas
theyare used
today, until 1984 when regulations
stopped. Regulations were most pronounced in 1970, 1.982and 1983.

by LoroliodoDios

recommended forliberalization (List
A), (2) for review (List B), and (3) for
continued regulation for reasons of
public health, safety and/or national security (List C). Table 2
details these lists, and gives the licensing agencies as well as the value
of l991imports. Lists AandBwhich
consist of 299 commodities that are
in the liberalization pipeline, make
up 12.12 percent of total 1991 iraports. List C has 106 goods, and it is
only 0.81percent of the l 991 totalim ports.

Research Associate, PIDS
modities not elsewhere
classified
(n.e.c.),and manufactured goods were
the next highly-regulated
items,
On the other hand, of those regu 7
lated, beverages and tobacco, and
animal and vegetable oils have been
completely liberalized while food,
crudeanimal and vegetable materials,
manufactured goods, and miscellaneousmanufactures groups havealmost
been totally liberalized.

More than one-third (38%)
of the remainder consists of machinery and transport equipment,
The remainingregulatedcomandanotherthird(31%)isfood.
The
modities officially consist of those (1) rest is made up of chemicals and
chemical products
(15%), petroleum
:
.
.............. and coal (4.4%),
F_-_I - Numberof Commodities
commodities n.e.c.
Regulated
1991, by Two-Digit
and
Liberalized
Commodity
from
1970
Level to
(4.2%), miscellaneous (2.4%), and
manu fa c tu red
';,_
goods classified
Whof I_emains to Be Seen

The
major commodity
classifications of the goods ever
• regulated as well as those liberalized (as of this writing) are given in
Table 1. Almost
....
half (47.6%) of all
....
commodity Philip1;too
-I
pine
Standard
Code Classification
(PSCC) lines were
"°°
subject to some
form of regulation
anytime between
1970 to 1984. The
most frequently
regulated
items

" ...."..... _ ...........

,00
00o
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bymaterial (2.4%).
Frequency tabulations
are,
of
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and tobacco at 93
percent and food
at
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Miscellaneous
manufactures,
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indicators of the
importance of the
course, inadequate
theless, the composition of these
items
shows
which
are the
"hardcore"
either by accident,
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are variables and there is actually
an inherent need to limit imports,
On the other hand, the opposite
may be said of commodities
regulated for public health and safety
reasons--narrower
discretionary
powers but no inherent
need
to
limit imports,
Lesser Imporls. Higher Prices
To find out the effects of
import restrictions on relative prices,
the ratio of domestic to world

14
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have
high weight-to-value
ratios, i.e., the natural importsubstitutes. Liberalization
may
have narrowed
the price gaps
but the import changes were
not unidirectional.
The most
normal
results are for goods
listed
in Table 3d, where
import levels are substantial,
Here, price
ratios dropped
and imports went up for some
goods and down for others,
of the

Tltbi© 3It

ties.

low domestic
prices, or by
smuggling
which renders the
tariffs redundant.
Where imports are zero or nil, the tariff
is also redundant.

There are a number of
cases where the tariff exceeds
the price ratios, involving 12
liberalized
and five regulated
items. This phenomenon
is
caused either by large quality
differencesthatarereflectedin

On the whole,
alization

narrowed
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tradable with quality differences;
liberalization
pulled
down relative prices and boosted imports.
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the inherent needto
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The Likes of the [stoblishmenls
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imports...the opposite may be
_
sa_f.fcommoCttes
regulatedfor
_
pu,lic health andsafety reasons.- _

The

expected

results

are

exhibited
goodsratios
in Tables
and
3d,
where byprice
exceed3c one.
Substantial
imports
are shown
by commodities
listed in Table 3c
which carry high tariffs, and are
either nontradable,
perishable,
or

_

.. , .,'

'tLibemtcd
a, of 1981, 1982, and so on
vStill regulated

_'_''_'u'_-'''t
_

Tltble

Imports < $100,000

remain-

ing regulated
goods whose
price ratios were computed
behaved _ expected, with Pd/
Pb exceeding
one
and.
imports remaining
at low levels.Surprisingl_manyofthese
,
ratios were on the decline,

either nontradable
or exportable,
There
was
no
change in the
price ratios after deregulation,
perhaps because prices depend on demand
patterns,
while
import
movements
were either positive or

r_ < 1
--_ .....
Lsl-L_"

'

Most

price (Pd/Pb)was
computed for
145 commodities from 1985 to 1990.
Data on domestic wholesale prices
from the National Statistics Office
(NSO) and on unit import values in
Hongkong
were used as Pd and
Pb, respectively. A typology of goods
(Tables 3a to 3d) depending on their
price ratios (whether lesser or greater
than one) and.import levels (whether
or not in excess of $100,000, which
is taken to be a substantial amount)
helps explain the behavior of price
relatives and imports of both restricted and liberalized commodi-

Domestic
prices
below
border
prices characterize
goods
listed in Tables 3a and 3b. Imports
are insubstantial
for those listed in
Table 3a, and the commodities
are

i_

limit

__
relatives for majority of theliberalized
commodities
and even for many of
the remaining
restricted
items.
The

Table 4 shows the size, average employment,
.capital-laborratios,
value-added,
and
concentration
ratios of the industries
producing
the remaining regulated
commodities from the
of Establishments.

NSO

1988

Census
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(74.6),
the
protected
industries are
relatively large employers.
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Capital-labor ratios are given
by the value of fixed assets
per worker column. About
one-third
of the industries
(that is, excluding
those
suppressed
figures)
exhibit

3-

High
capital-labor
ratios
characterize industries
with smaller
number of establishments,
but average employment
varies from one
extreme to theother.
Many, if not
most of the industries
from small

About half of the industries
have
10 or lesser establishments;
one-fourth,
11 to 30 establishments;

ratios
turing

and the rest have more than 50 establishments except for a few which have
31 to50. Only one is extremely large --

Slightly more than half of the
industries have value-added
averages
thatarehigherthanthemanufacturing

to be big employers,
too. On the
other hand, the industries with fewer
workers tend to contribute less to

rice and corn
lishments,

sector average of P11.6
five industriescontribute
million on the average,

CVA and have lower capital-labor
ratios. The bigger industries
also
tend to be less concentrated.
For

milling

with 521 estab-

larger
than
the manufacaverage of Pl15,220.

are
highly concentrated
with
VACRs of at least 70 percent.

million. Only
less than PI

One-fifth
of the industries
employ 50 or lesser workers; another
one-fifth,
51 to 100; one-sixth,
101 to

A
centrafion

200 employees;
and the rest, 201
to
asmany
as 900 workers.
Compared
to the average employment
for all of

the share of the top three firms' valueadded in their industry total. Majority of the protected
establishments

three
ratio

value-added
con(3WACR) refers to

to large, contribute
immensely
to
value-added,
having high average
CVAs. These same industries tend

instance, rice and cornmillingwhich
consists of 521 establishments,
has
the lowest VACR of 16.16;it also is
one of the smallest

..........................................................................................................................

employers.
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sector employees: who get laid off revert to the infon-nal sector
.......
PaS_ st(Miesl have judged
Medicare coverage as ii_equitable,. The
formal sector-employed has {l_ewidest choice of fi_ancing a_urces followed
by the s¢lf-<.mployc_t.Thc unen,plc.yed,
on the other ha_d has only three op*:
tions _ communi ty financing, goverm
men t provided and out-of-pocket expe1_ses.Community financing is proba;
bly neg]igible so that the unemployed,
the poorest group, has only one 're.,
course,_ that is, to go toa government
facility,
....
i .....
:.....The benefit package of Medi:.
i: care is also wanting. On the beneficiary
side, exclusion of outpatient care oMy
encourages m'mec_es._' hospitaliza 6on
and bypassing of lower tevel facilities.
This pattern of L,tilization corusequently
encourageS providers to st,ppIy more
hospital care and Western-trained
doctors. This Could however, be done
away within the treat:merit of the most
prevalent d iseases which are commu_
nicable. Ill their early. :stages, these
diseases could be:trea ted in an ou tpatien t basis, h_add ition.}fl_e increasing
'health _eeds of the population call for
the expansion of benefits to more rO'L_.
_'
thee outpatlent: .and preventive serw
......

:

i :

i

I_come is obt:ain.ed from the
collectio_ of payroll _axes. The pre.:
{ mium co_t_ibu_cm s_._ct_reshows tha__l_e fax equal to Z5 percent of the
worker's income_, is sl_ared equally by
the employer and _he employee° The
p_yroll tax WouM have been pr0por.:
tionate: if::not for: 8_e :ceiling o_ the
contribu tiof base. Beyond the cei]ing,
_axis regressive.

proposals,
Making Health Care...
(From page 17)

Reimbursement

scheme,

the

method by which insurance
carriers
pay providers, falls under two general
categories: retrospective
and prospective. Retrospective scheme reimburses
the providers
for all allowable
costs
incurred by the insured patient. This is
the usual practice of traditional health
insurance companies.
Although this
type of payment scheme has not been
proven to increase cost in the US, it is
commonly associated with lfigh medical costs,
Prospective
reimbursement
scheme, on the other hand, presets the
reimbursable
amount payable to providers per service rendered. Providers
have the incentive to economize since
they will absorb the losses if the cost of
the services they deliver exceeds the
amount they will receive from the insurance company,
Medicare's
reimbursement
scheme falls under the second category
since it sets maximum allowable limits
for each service rendered. However, it
is not so easy to predict its effect on
providers' behavior. While it is expected
to produce incentives which will help
contain costs, providers can still expect
to get fully paid since the patient pays
all costs in excess of the Medicare benefits. For this reason, studies show that
Medicare contributes
to cost inflation
in the medical sector.
Macro data,
however, does not support this contention.
PMGC Reform

Iniliative$

The PMCC actually invited private health insurance companies
and
Health
Maintenance
Organizations
(HMOs) to join in an experimental
sd_eme wherein Mo:licare members will
enjoy more heal th benefits at no additional premium.
Only the latter gave

thus,

a

pilot project

be-

seeks ways to generate

more resources

tween the PMCC and HMOs was initiated in Metro Manila.

tlu-ough fee charging
improve current use
sources,
and mitigate
den of out-of-pocket
risk-sharing
schemes.
tion of user fees or
schemes in the public

or user fees,
of available rethe heavy burpayments
with
The introdu_other payment
health sector is

Upon assessment,
it was recommended
that the project be continuedbased
on the following criteria: (1)
it provides more benefits to members
and providers;
(2) it is financially viable and attractive to the HMOs; (3) it
meets the overall objectives of PMCC;

(4) favorableresultscannotbeachieved
by other means; (5) problems arising
from the experiment
can be corrected;
and (6) costs for correcting the problems will not exceed the benefits of the
program.
In spite of the positive
assessment of the pilot project, PMCC
was advised to go slowly in fully endorsing the scheme due to several considerations.
First, utilization was relatively low because the HMOs probably
did not fully inform members of the
benefits.
If utilization, therefore,
increases in the future, the tie-up may not
be as profitable to the HMOs as it was
during the pilot test. Second, there are
difficulties in expanding
the tie-up to
rural areas
where
HMOs
would
naturally shun. Third` HMOs do not
affect tl_e efficiency by which hospitals
produce
medical
care and consequen fly lower hospitalization
rates. Finally, despite inclusion of outpatient
benefits, patients still incur high outof-pocket expenses during their clinic
visits,
Paflerns of Health Care Use

source

Under conditions of severe reconstraints,
the health sector

likely to alter or influence the pattern of
health care utilization and demand for
medical care. With this in mind, the
Project Management
Office (PMO) of
the Health
Care Financing
Project
commissioned
Ms. Ma. Cristina G.
Bautista to look into the current patterns of health care expenditures,
utilization and demand in order to determine the impact of financing reforms,
particularly
user fees and risk-sharing
payment mechanisms.
The study, "'Patterns of Utilization, Expenditure
and Demand for
Health Care Services in the Philippines,"
will look into the demand for health
care from two analytical perspectives
(1) the choice of health care provider
for curative and preventive
care; and
(2) the determinants
of hospital and
clinic usebyhouseholds.
Currentutilization and expenditure
patterns will
serve as bases for estimating demand
equations.
In a seminar held on 15 April
1992attheNEDAsaMakatiBldg.,Ms.
Bau tista identified the issues to be addressed. How sensitive is health care
demand
to price changes? Will charging of fees reduce utilization?
Otherwise, households
may absorb such fees
attheexpenseofnon-healthcareneeds.
How will various population
groups
be affected? Prices may affect the poor
and non-poor differently, the same for
women and children. Analysis of the
pattern of health seeking behavior will
enable us to examine the equity problems associated with policy interventions that alter spending
patterns in
health care. What are the other determinants
of medical
care demand?
Knowing
the factors that influence
demand for medical care will provide
us with poiicy handles to counter the
ill effects of policies that alter the costs

faced by consumers
ices.

of medical

serv-

The Right Choices
Earlier studies show how weak
economic factors are in determining
demand
for health care. The uncertainty of the impact of economic factors on health care demand may lie not
only in methodological
and data problems but also in the conceptual
and
empirical difficulties of distinguishing
demand from utilization.
The usual
economic approach where the consumer
decides on a utility maximizing
goal
relative to his budget constraints,
and
where demand is reflective of the consumer's willingness
to pay, neglects
the fact that the ordinary
consumer
lacks the techltical capability to link
health care with a desired health outcome, therefore, affecting his capacity
to make consistent preference choices. 1
The consumption of health care
itself is not the object of utility or satisfaction. What matters is the improvement in well-being due to the consumption of health care. There are costs in
getting the information
regarding
the
amount of health care needed for a
desired state of health. The role of the
provider
very much constitutes
this
derived demand for care.
Theexistenceofthisagencyrelationship, where the provider of care
can shape the pattern of demand by
consumers, points to the usefulness of
using the utilization concept. Utilization takes into account that consumers
rely on information
from the provider
or supplier for consumption
choices in
health care. While demand studies
consider
medical care as efficacious
--and
that increasing utilization leads to
higher states of satisfaction, utilization
studies focus on the influence of the

will identify the determinants
in the
decision to seek curative and preventive care from various sources in the
country, the actual number of hospitaldays once hospitalization
has been
advised/sought,
and the composition
of outpatient visits, with particular reference to choices based on assessment
of quality,
To Each His Own
The household model of health
care demand is a useful tool to identify
the determinants
of health care use and
the impact of changes in health financing schemes,
This framework
presupposes
that the individual's
decision to seek
care when sick is based on his valuation of the benefit he will derive from
consuming medical care and the costs
of that care vis-a-vis
his consumption
of these goods. Once the decision to
seek care has been made, he is presented with a finite set of alternative
providers, including self-treatment.
The
benefit he can derive from the choice of
provider is the expected improvement
in health. Such benefit can be gained at
a price, i.e., with inputs of goods and
services purchased
in the market and
with his own time. 2
After assessing
his income
against the prices of alternatives,
the
consumer chooses the provider
who
yields the highest expected utility.

_'.esearch

Meit:_ods

Thisresearch, according toMs.
Bautista, traces health seeking behaw
ior in a continuum.
The complexity of
issueshassuggestedvariousmethodological explorations.
First, determiK'7
nants of the market-entry
choice--decision whether to seek care or not, given
that a health complaint or being sick
hasbeenexpressed---willbeexamined.
Second, once the decision to obtain
care has been established, the determinants of the choice among providers
will be estimated.
Third, to examine
demand for preventive services, cases
where no complaint has been reported
(but the presence of pregnant household member or children 0-6 years in
the family is accounted)
will also be
examined.
Fourth, to explore further
the role of physicians and the agency
relationship, a dichotomous model that
specifies whether the clinic or outpatient visit is not the first visit will be
used provided
there are sufficient
number
of respondents.
Lastly, to
provide a more comprehensive
picture
of demand for health care, an expenditure shares model based on secondary
data will be estimated.
The expenditure
shares model
will utilize secondary data, particularly
with the merging of the National Health
Survey and the Labor Force Survey
with the Family Income and Expenditure Survey.
The primary data to be
,¢
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MakingHealthCare..°
(From page 19)
used will be a household survey designed specifically for flxisdemand study
and complemented by a facility users"
(clinic and hospitals) and community's
surveys. This gives the study a unique
advantage,
Thestudywillalsoestimatefacili ty-level prices from the perspective

of households (on the basis of recall or
actual expenditures) and from the perspective of the users. This will give a
more accurate picture of health care
prices and countercheck understatements or overstatements in households"
recall of expenditures.
Wlfile the measure of health
status is a problem, file study hopes to
gather sufficient information needed
to explore hedonic techniques rather
than direct measures. OveraU, the study

will show how households finance health
care. O
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